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Modelling update: considerations for a  
potential third wave



SACMC

Purpose

• To provide planning support to
• Assist in tracking the start of a third wave
• Explore potential characteristics of a third wave

• Decision-making tools
• Dynamic COVID-19 transmission model for South Africa
• SACMC Epidemic Explorer



SACMC

Current situation
Time-varying reproduction  
number (R)
• Increasing gradually since  

February
• Trends in all provinces are  

currently similar to the  
national trends

• R is close to 1 across all  
provinces

• Implies potential for  
resurgence – e.g., if  
contact rates increase
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Estimates through 1 April; report forthcoming



SACMC

Potential drivers of a third wave
• Behaviour change (increased contacts)

• reduced adherence to NPIs and PHSM
• easing of restrictions
• holiday travel
• super-spreading events

• Viral mutation
• immune escape
• increased transmissibility

• Seasonal factors
• contact rates
• ventilation practices
• viral properties

• Waning of immunity produced by previous infections



The National COVID-19 Vaccine Model (NCVM)

COVID-19 Model
• Provincial characteristics
• Two lineages

• Original and novel  
(B.1.351) variants

• Age groups
• Population risk groups

• Healthcare workers
• Population with  

comorbidities
• Everyone else

• Calibrated to  
seroprevalence,  
hospitalizations/deaths in  
2nd wave, and lineagedata

• Look forward and develop  
scenarios for future  
spread

Local data

SACMC



Simulating a potential third wave
• Model incorporates

• Behaviour change, reinfections, seasonality
• Assume 501Y.V2 / B.1.351 is the only variant in  

circulation
• Focus on behaviour change

• Substantial uncertainty in timing / rate of change
• Combination of nationally directed and individual behaviour
• Expect reduced NPI adherence due to fatigue

• Characterise population behaviour response to resurgence as:

• Assess the impact on severe/critical cases
SACMC



Third wave scenarios: hospital admissions by age

• Slow, weak  
response has a  
large impact on  
admissions  
across most age  
groups

• 15-34 age group  
expected to have  
fewer
admissions than  
in second wave

Data (orange bars) from DATCOV / NICD

SACMC



Third wave scenarios: hospital admissions by province
Data (orange bars) from DATCOV / NICD

• Substantial  
variation,  
reflective of

• age distribution
• prevalence of  

comorbidities
• Substantial

uncertainty
• incompleteness  

of seroprev. and  
other underlying  
data

• future behaviour  
unknown

Response
SACMCFast, strong Slow, weak



Discussion

SACMC

• Substantial potential for resurgence remains
• Timing of a third wave is uncertain

• New variants emerge unpredictably
• NPI fatigue may develop at a slow/fast pace
• Seasonality projected to have small impact
• Continuous monitoring is necessary

• Delaying the start of the third wave allows for more time for  
vaccination



Discussion
• Potential for younger age groups to generate momentum in  

epidemic spread, as seen in the second wave in Eastern Cape:

Data from NMC-SS / NICD
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Key Messages

SACMC

• In the absence of a new variant, we expect the peak of a 3rd 

wave to be lower than the 2nd wave (across all age groups and  
in most provinces), though there is substantial uncertainty

• The time from initial increase in transmission to the peak is on  
average 2-3 months

• Monitoring trends in cases is critical
• Metrics available at: http://sacmcepidemicexplorer.co.za/

• The emergence of a highly transmissible new variant may  
result in a third wave of the same size or worse, if it is more  
severe or provides an opportunity for immune escape. Testing  
and lineage classification is ongoing.

http://sacmcepidemicexplorer.co.za/
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